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Introduction 

This “Korindo Indigenous Report” explains Korindo Group (“KG”) commitments and 

contribution to indigenous peoples of Papua and other regions of Indonesia. 

KG abides by all the rules and regulations of the Indonesian government and goes beyond 

obligations and duties to reach, communicate, work and live with indigenous peoples. 

As it is the case with all old civilizations, there are clear and well-established social contracts and 

customs as well as intrinsic property rights dictated and practiced by many tribes (Suku in 

Bahasa Indonesia) and clans (Marga in Bahasa Indonesia). There are more than 10 tribes and 

approximately 60 Margas in KG’s concessions in Papua alone, and we must work with 

representatives of Sukus and Margas, not with an individual in the tribe or clan, per their rules 

and customs. 

Their governance structure and system is no less complex or logical than that of developed 

countries. Elders in each Marga and Suku, after reaching a consensus per their customary rules, 

execute and pronounce their decisions including matters involving KG compensation allocation. 

In a way, elders and leaders assume and exercise the roles of executives and directors on behalf 

of the shareholders. 

It is a serious mistake to attempt to apply the Western values to the aboriginal issues. For 

instance, clan/Suku elders, after consulting with their members, often decide that members who 

married outside the clan or recently rejoined the clan after having lived in other parts of 

Indonesia are entitled to less compensation. It is unethical that some NGOs knowingly mislabel 

these decisions as  some sort of human rights violation. 

It is KG's duty and obligation to respect and abide by the culture and customs of the Sukus and 

Margas, we cannot, should not, and do not interfere with their internal decisions vis-à-vis 

compensation. 

It is a popular misconception that indigenous peoples in regions such as Papua do not want 

development and that they wish to maintain the old ways by hunting for food and living in huts. 

A vast majority of people want development to secure reliable employment and better housing, 

ascertain the steady supply of food, drive cars, get electricity in their homes, have an Internet 

connection, and get access to modern medical facilities for their family members.  

Sending their children to good schools is the most important point for most of them as the 

affluent future of their children is only possible with education and development, which is what 

KG has zeroed in on through collective social infrastructure programmes.   

This “Korindo Indigenous Report” discusses in detail as to how indigenous peoples make their 

collective social decisions and how we work with them.  
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We are pleased to inform you that The Honourable Donald Johnston, former Secretary General 

of the OECD and the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada is the Chair of Korindo 

ESG Board. Mr Johnston drafted the Korindo ESG Charter and assesses our ESG Programme 

and publishes the Korindo ESG Report.  

It should be noted that under Mr. Johnston’s stewardship, the OECD adopted the internationally 

acclaimed Anti Bribery Convention, took the global lead in establishing Principles of Corporate 

Governance (now the world standard) and revised Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the 

bedrock of what is now known as corporate social responsibility. He also created in 1997 the 

Round Table on Sustainable Development which continues to be the informal back channel for 

discussions on environmental challenges among the world leaders. 
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1. LAND RIGHTS (Hak Ulayat)  

Payment and Compensation for Indigenous People 

It should be clearly understood that the legal ownership of land lies with the Indonesian 

government, not indigenous people who hold “traditional/cultural entitlement” to the land (Hak 

Ulayat in Bahasa Indonesia and can be translated to “customary right” or “traditional/cultural 

entitlement”). As indigenous people do not own land, they can neither sell land nor get 

compensated for the sales of land. The government, not indigenous residents, grants the license 

to cultivate for the 35-year period. The government is the lessor, and the Korindo Group (KG) is 

the lessee, and the legal ownership of land has nothing to do with indigenous people. 

After KG made payments to the Government of Indonesia and acquired the rights to the land, 

KG negotiated four forms of compensation for residents. 

The first compensation is for trees, which is determined by the local government and is up to 

IDR 100,000 or USD 6 to 9 per cubic meter. As such, KG has no say in this matter. 

The second compensation is for the land, which is negotiated with residents and is usually about 

IDR 100,000 per hectare. The sum of both compensations, IDR 200,000 is USD 13 to 18 

depending on the exchange rate.  

The third is KG’s establishment and transfer of oil palm farms known as plasma that are owned, 

operated, and managed by residents. This practice, which is the most important and significant 

form of the payment along with the social programmes, has been stopped by NGOs, and the 

reasons are explained in detail in this report. 

This Report calculates the value of plasma in chapter 2. The aggregate value is some USD 51 

million, and about USD 26,000 per person as there are slightly less than 2,000 clan members 

who have rights to land. 

The fourth is the collective social programmes which may include some or all of the following: 

schools, school buses, hospitals, medical clinics, churches/mosques, vocational training 

programs, vegetable/poultry/fish farms, playgrounds, ambulances, inter alia. KG has dealt with 

more than 10 tribes (Suku) and about 60 clans (Marga), and each Marga wants a different 

combination of social projects. 

This Report calculates the value of social programmes in chapter 4, and the aggregate value is 

some USD 14 million, and about USD 7,000 per person. 

These four components of compensations constitute the total payment that KG is to make to 

residents. When the last two amounts are added to their compensation for land and trees, it 

becomes over USD 32,000 per person. We use fairly simple valuation mathematics and NPV 
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calculation in this report. No one can deny that our compensation package will be over USD 

30,000 per person upon the transfer of plasma, and NGOs knowingly distort our contribution. 

There are more than 10 tribes (Suku in Bahasa Indonesia) and approximately 60 clans (Marga in 

Bahasa Indonesia) in KG’s concessions. 

KG must negotiate with each Marga, not Suku, separately. And the demand for 

payments/compensation is constant. As forests provide continuous livelihoods, all Margas argue 

that KG’s compensation must also continue. As such, KG’s contributions in the form of on-going 

hospital maintenance, school operation, subsidy for teachers, provisioning of rice and noodles, 

electricity supply, compost toilets, clean cookstoves, inter alia, have persisted long after KG 

acquired the land and established farms. 

If we use just one example of KG’s contributions to residents, the KG hospital made 157,589 

treatments in 2018 with the aggregate hospital budget of IDR 65,736,000,000 from 2016 to 2020 

(USD 4,671,696), which obviously constitutes a part of KG payments to residents.  

This calculation is based on the cost of the hospital and clinics. If we were to make these 

calculations based on the cost/value ratio of other medical institutions operating in Indonesia, the 

value of medical service the community received would be well above USD 6.7 million. The 

actual cost, not the value these medical institutions generate, is used in our calculation for the 

sake of being conservative. 

This hospital alone can represent either some $3,000 per indigenous person (about 1,900 

indigenous people are members of tribes that had rights to the land and received compensation) 

albeit all 40,000 people in the region can use this medical service that has been and will be 

provided free of charge to everyone. When we add schools, school buses, clinics, roads, bridges, 

chicken farms, vegetable farms, electricity, churches, mosques, job training, compost toilets, 

clean cookstoves, inter alia, the compensation for the residents would be much bigger than 

$3,000 per person.  

Indonesia's national health insurance recognized this Korindo built and managed hospital and 

awarded “the Top Medical Hospital” citation. This hospital was the only hospital not based in a 

major urban centre that won the citation. 

Number of treatments 

Location 2016 2017 2018 

Asiki Clinic 34,023 34,704 37,515 

Mobile Clinic - 1,364 4,190 

Poly clinics in Camp 

- Tunas Sawaerma A 

- Tunas Sawaerma B 

- Berkat Cipta Abadi 

- Dongin Prabhawa 

- Papua Agro Lestari 

 

38,367 
18,562 

14,009 

29,454 
- 

 

34,427 
18,892 

12,784 

28,878 
4,731 

 

34,434 
18,472 

14,028 

32,406 
4,744 
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- Tunas Timber 

Lestari 
- Inocin Abadi 

8,380 

7,754 

6,277 

7,870 

4,626 

7,174 

Total 150,549 149,927 157,589 

 

Budget for health service 

Location 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Asiki Clinic 3,069,893,730  3,758,550,876  4,666,777,006  5,133,000,000  5,646,000,000  

Mobile Clinic - 273,356,000 660,576,000 726,000,000  799,000,000  

Poly clinics in Camp      

  - Tunas Sawaerma A 2,157,080,302  3,455,541,511  2,679,212,978  2,947,000,000  3,241,000,000  

  - Tunas Sawaerma B 1,247,432,274  1,347,739,796  1,296,525,565  1,426,000,000  1,568,000,000  

  - Berkat Cipta Abadi 664,198,193  919,614,085  905,707,928  996,000,000  1,095,000,000  

  - Dongin Prabhawa 1,634,173,005 1,542,143,880 2,008,645,562 2,209,000,000 2,430,000,000 

  - Papua Agro Lestari 74,501,657  291,809,576  260,553,467  286,000,000  315,000,000  

  - Tunas Timber 
Lestari 

341,271,630  270,177,254  287,943,496  316,000,000  348,000,000  

  - Inocin Abadi 406,656,168 260,651,318 537,013,882 590,000,000  649,000,000  

Total 9,595,206,959 12,119,584,296 13,302,955,884 14,629,000,000 16,091,000,000 

 

When COVID 19 hit Indonesia, residents told us that it was very difficult to get masks in Papua. 

We felt that it was our duty to meet these requests for help, and we secured and delivered free 

120,000 masks and 3,500 personal protective equipment despite the severe difficulty, if not an 

impossibility, to buy any mask in Indonesia in April of this year. KG is honoured to have helped 

the communities.  

 

  

(Unit: IDR) 
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2. PLASMA Development 

Plasma plantations are the farms that KG has to build and transfer to residents as part of a 

government program. KG has hired plasma consultants to inform and educate residents to their 

rights and duties with respect to plasma and to help them establish their cooperatives that would 

own and manage these farms, plasma plantations. As of the end of 2019, the co-ops had 1,870 

members. 

During the course of several years, KG, the residents’ co-op, and the regional governments have 

discussed and agreed on the size and location of plasmas, which were approved by the central 

government. Plasma is not a random or unregulated process but a highly demanding and 

complex procedure and system that NGOs fail to understand and appreciate.  

NGOs have pushed for a simple transfer of the corporate farm to residents as plasma which goes 

to show their ignorance of the intention of the Indonesian government as well as a disturbing 

indication of prejudice against Papuan people.  

Transfer of existing corporate farms to residents rather than establishing separate plasma farms 

obliterates the meticulously devised policy intention and spirit of the Indonesian government in 

three ways: economic development, transfer of knowledge of and experience in oil palm farm 

management and operation, and financial feasibility. 

First, the Indonesian government wants to maximize the development area for economic output, 

employment, tax base, and general welfare for the people. Transfer of existing corporate farms to 

residents will sharply reduce overall development. 

Second, the Indonesian government wants firms such as KG to help create residents-owned 

plasma so that residents can be trained and learn a proper way to develop and operate of oil palm 

farming ranging from the complex regulatory process for establishing cooperatives that will own 

and manage the farm to negotiating and securing loans from financial institutions (KG puts up 

the loan guarantee to the banks) to planting to harvesting. The government wants residents to 

learn the processes of both establishing and operating oil palm farming so that they can go on to 

become independent, develop business skills, and pursue other business opportunities.  

Third, the allocation formula per the government regulation is 100:20 such that KG is to create 

20 hectares of plasma for every 100 hectares of corporate development. If there is no plasma, 

then 20 hectares must come from 100 hectares assigned to KG. A simple transfer will force the 

overall farm area to go from 120 to 100, and KG farm from 100 to 80 which will not meet the 

economics that had been carefully planned and calculated when the government determined the 

cultivation area. Then, the whole operation will be in jeopardy as the financial model is based on 

120, and the operation will not survive.  

Despite lengthy consultations with many stakeholders, the development of plasma has been 

suspended due to opposition from NGOs. It is the indigenous people who are suffering the actual 
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damage caused by this irresponsible group of NGOs.  

This is another area that we can work with FSC. 

 

 

The aggregate value of plasma plantation is some USD 51 million, and its value per member 

(total members of 1,870) is about USD 27,000 using the official data released by the Ministry of 

Agriculture in 2015, which is USD 6,485 per hectare. If we take into consideration the actual 

transaction values of developed oil palm farms in Papua, which is USD 8,500 per hectare, the 

value of the proposed plasma, when developed, would be well above 67 million dollars. But we 

chose the conservative number released by the Government of Indonesia.  
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3. Social Contribution 

The following table shows KG’s contributions to the communities in Papua, and the more 

detailed breakdowns can be found in Appendix 1. 

Simple mathematics and constant exchange rates are used for the calculation. Nonetheless, the 

total value is estimated to be about IDR 190 billion which is some USD 14 million.  

Category 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total 

Education 707,093 303,477 252,621 321,189 311,617 336,499 2,232,496 

Health 832,996 824,329 1,184,818 1,943,410 1,400,240 1,047,221 7,233,013 

Economy 139,541 137,966 122,020 48,735 91,071 134,917 674,249 

Environment - - - - 129 639 768 

Infrastructu

re 
627,221 732,034 650,085 599,794 586,279 555,675 3,751,087 

Total 2,306,851 1,997,805 2,209,544 2,913,128 2,389,335 2,074,951 13,891,614 

 

 

*Explanation of each category 

1) Education 

● Scholarship  

● Provision of teaching and sporting equipment  

● School building construction 

● Financial support for teachers 

● Provision and on-going operation of school 

● School buses 

2) Health 

● Food supplements for malnourished children 

● Clean cookstoves 

● Compost toilets 

● 120,000 Masks and 3,500 PPEs (COVID 19) 

● Financial support for hospital (Asiki Hospital, other clinics and mobile clinic) 

3) Economy 

● Entrepreneurship training programme 

● Food support (rice and noodles) 

(Unit: USD) 
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● Chicken farm 

● Vegetable farm 

● Fish farm 

● Village rubber plantation 

4) Environment 

● Environmental cleaning 

● Wildlife monitoring 

● Preparation for wildlife sanctuary 

5) Infrastructure 

● Community residential housing  

● Built mosques and churches 

● Provision of clean water 

● Built and maintains public roads and bridges 

● Provision of free electricity  
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4. Stakeholder Engagement and Dispute Resolution 

KG has been doing business in the field of palm oil and forestry, providing proper and just 

compensation to indigenous people in accordance with Indonesian government regulations. We 

have tried to continue to provide support and maintained communication to show our respect for 

the culture of the indigenous people and to develop together economically.  

KG signed a consulting agreement with the Indonesian Palm Oil Farmers' Association (Serikat 

Petani Kelapa Sawit) to create a Grievance Channel that transparently handles complaints raised 

by stakeholders, including indigenous peoples and NGOs. This Grievance Channel system was 

announced on the KG homepage in May 2020 to disclose the status of the application process 

and complaint cases.  

KG has analyzed potential conflicts with stakeholders in Korindo's current palm oil, forestry and 

all other business sectors, as well as complaints raised through the Grievance System. We have 

also been searching for the right consultancy for Stakeholder Engagement. 

The result was more specific talks with three stakeholder engagement experts and consultancies, 

and we retained AZ Conflict Resolution Center. 

By working with the AZ Conflict Resolution Center, we will create a system for stakeholder 

communication and engagement and will identify the potential difficulties that each member firm 

within KG. The elements identified through this process will be resolved by communicating with 

the relevant stakeholders according to the stakeholder communication and engagement protocol 

that we will have established.  

All of these actions will be made public through the Korindo website.  
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5. Grievance Mechanism and Procedure 

 

BACKGROUND 

KG is committed to ensuring effective and sustainable oil palm plantation management, 

supporting sustainable timber production through sustainable forest management certification 

process, and actively participating in improving community welfare. 

During its 50 years of existence, KG has proven its commitment and dedication in its compliance 

with the applicable laws and regulations in the Republic of Indonesia, showing concern in 

environmental conservation, upholding human rights and contributing to the development of the 

national and regional economy.  

Such high commitment and dedication have become a culture in all of KG’s business units, 

including oil palm plantation, timber, and wind tower businesses. KG seeks new ways that can 

be used to improve environmental standards and social responsibility to uphold our commitment. 

Good governance is the crucial foundation of a company’s existence. To support this, KG, 

through the Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Charter, has established long-term 

policies and management systems from the central level to the technical implementer level in all 

operational activities. One of the company's strategic policies is the establishment of Grievance 

Procedure. With the enactment of this policy, the handling of grievance reports from 

stakeholders is expected to be resolved properly, within an appropriate time frame, and the 

investigation process and the findings are openly disclosed. 

OBJECTIVE 

KG acknowledges that feedback and suggestions from the stakeholders are significantly required 

to increase transparency and efficiency in every company’s supply chain. Based on that, this 

Grievance Procedure has several purposes, such as:   

a. Provide guidelines for handling grievance reports submitted by stakeholders relating to 

Korindo's operational activities and their suppliers 

b. Become a reference material for Korindo's management and staff in handling grievances 

from various parties including individuals (Korindo workers), government agencies, the 

media and non-governmental organizations (NGOs), in relation to the implementation of 

company policies and operations. 

c. Support productive dialogue between the company and its stakeholders, rather than 

through a complicated administrative process 
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d. Ensure the continuity of the Company's sustainability program and commitment to the 

community in accordance with the plans prepared previously. 

SCOPE 

This Grievance Procedure includes the handling of grievances by the stakeholders regarding 

operational activities and the implementation of company policies. This includes recording 

grievances in writing either by email or in person, taking steps needed for the grievance 

verification process, improving verified problems, reporting verification results and actions taken 

in the field, and delivering responses to stakeholders. The next step is to monitor, therefore, the 

actions taken can proceed as planned. 

This Grievance Procedure applies to all KG's activities worldwide and all third-party suppliers. 

When grievances are received from third party suppliers, KG will engage intensively with these 

suppliers to discuss problems to resolve existing problems. If the supplier does not wish to be 

involved in the resolution process and compliance with KG's procedure, KG will review the 

relationship with the supplier and the relationship will be terminated. 

DEFINITION 

a. A grievance is a formal complaint that is raised both by individuals or groups to KG. 

b. Grievance Procedure is a resolution procedure established by KG to the complaint through 

a clear process and procedure.    

c. Grievance Unit is a unit established by Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 

Division to support the handling of third parties’ grievances effectively and efficiently.  

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Complaint
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  GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FLOW 
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Initial Interaction 

 

 

Glossary of Terms: 

Grievance : Alleged violation by KG’s member firm or subsidiary 

ESG   : Environmental, Social, and Governance 
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DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS 

a. ESG Grievance Unit (“ESG Team”), Jakarta: 

1) ESG Team is responsible for coordinating and executing all the tasks required in the 

successful implementation of the Grievance Procedure, including drafting an external 

communication concept along with a response letter to the Complainant. 

2) ESG Team Head has the authority to regulate the duties and obligations of all personnel 

in his/her organization in implementing this Grievance Procedure. 

3) ESG Team tasks include: receiving, recording, classifying and reporting grievance to the 

Verification Team, as well as monitoring media. These reports will be assessed by the 

ESG Team. As evaluation and improvement materials, every 3 (three) months the ESG 

Team will conduct an in-depth study with the aim that the quality of the handling 

process will improve. 

4) ESG Team will contact the Complainant immediately and involve them in the Grievance 

Procedure.  

b. Verification Team 

1) The Verification Team is responsible for investigating grievance, gathering information 

and verifying its validity before taking measures to the grievance.  

2) The duty of the Verification Team is to study and verify data/information provided by 

external parties. If needed, the Verification Team also conducts field investigations to 

confirm the validity of a grievance.  

3) In carrying out their duties, the Verification Team will work closely with the KG's 

internal and external (suppliers) teams. 

4) The Verification Team is tasked with submitting reports on the results of verification 

along with recommendations for actions needed to resolve the existing grievance 

problems to KG's internal and external (suppliers) parties.  

5) The Verification Team can bring in external parties such as the Complainant or 

representatives of the Complainant who have been given explicit authority through a 

power of attorney. 

c. KG Operational Management Unit  

1) KG's Operational Unit Management in the relevant area has the authority to take the 

necessary actions to resolve the grievance and report the implementation and results to 

the ESG Team. 
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PROCEDURES 

1.  Workflow 
 

a. The workflow of grievance reporting can be illustrated through the following steps:  

Via e-mail: esg@korindo.co.id 

Via telephone: (+62 21) 7975959 ext. 352 

Written document addressed to:  

Wisma Korindo 13th Floor JL. MT Haryono Kav 62, Pancoran South Jakarta, Indonesia 12780 

Attention: Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Division 

OR KORINDO local operational office 

 

KG will try to provide information in a manner and form that is easily understood by the 

Complainant and other stakeholders. 

 

b. The grievance is to include following information: 

No  Information   Description 

 

1 Full Name  

2 Organization Name (when available)  

3 Full Address  

4 Telephone Number/Email Address 

(at least provide one for contact 

purpose) 

 

5 Detailed explanation about the 

grievance  

Attach supporting documents or 

comprehensive chronology   

6 Initial evidence to support the 

grievance  

Explain the evidence as supporting tools in 

giving complaints to KG  
 

 

The information above is needed for data collection and delivery of further information 

regarding the complaints. Grievance Raisers can request that their identities remain secret 

for certain reasons. Stakeholders can appoint a third party in filing a Grievance Report 

and follow all applicable rules and procedures. The ESG team also made all input from 

various sources and was authorized to decide whether the report was worth following up 

or not.  
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c. All things which have the potential to be a violation of the Policy that are of concern to the 

ESG Team will be assessed using the Grievances Handling Procedure Flow, which will then 

take a decision whether further action is still needed. ESG Team records every grievance in 

the Grievance List, then compiles all available information about the grievance into one 

folder for review. ESG will manage all files and documents including all correspondence to 

external parties. 

d. If the initial assessment results state that the grievance does not require to follow up, the 

ESG Team will send a Response Letter to the Complainant. 

e. If the ESG Team considers that the grievance meets the assessment criteria, the Verification 

Team will immediately follow up the case and the ESG Team will open a dialogue with the 

complainant.  

f. For cases involving any of the companies that is a part of KG, the ESG Team asks the 

Verification Team to directly coordinate with the relevant management units to verify 

submitted grievances. Next, the Verification Team will prepare the verification report which 

contains conclusions and recommendations for actions that should be taken.  

g. For cases related to KG's third party suppliers, the ESG Team is to ask the Verification 

Team to coordinate, if possible conduct interviews with the complainant, and involve other 

relevant parties.  

h. The ESG Team will take the necessary steps to complete the reported grievance. The ESG 

team sends an official letter to the relevant KG supplier and asks the parties to immediately 

take appropriate and prompt actions to resolve existing complaints. 

i. After completing the verification report, The ESG Team will contact the complainant and 

formally invite him/her to engage in dialogue about the findings of the grievances. The ESG 

Team will also confirm whether the Complainant is willing to engage in a dialogue 

discussing the findings and, if necessary, arrange a meeting schedule. 

j. In the case of grievances relating to third party suppliers, the ESG Team will monitor the 

dialogue process between the Grievance Raiser and the third-party suppliers. In cases where 

there are legitimate complaints reports and third party suppliers do not demonstrate 

intentions to comply with KG's Policy through concrete actions to resolve the grievance, the 

ESG Team will recommend that KG temporarily suspend its relationship with the supplier. 

Temporary suspension of the cooperative relationship will be evaluated periodically. If the 

suppliers show their intentions to comply with and carry out KG policies, the cooperation 

can continue. If there is no such intention, then the status of temporary suspension will be 

changed to termination of relationship. 

k. Regarding the Grievance Report on KG's operations, the Operations Manager in the field 

will follow up the report together with the Verification Team and report the status of the 
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handling and findings to the ESG Team.  

l. After receiving the Field Action Report from the Operations Manager, The ESG Team will 

review the report and make a written response letter to be submitted to the complainant.  

m. If the complainant is not satisfied with the response letter from the ESG Team, then the 

complainant can submit his/her grievance again by specifying the problem which is 

considered not to have been handled properly. The ESG and the Verification teams may do 

the followings:  

1) Provide an opportunity by inviting the parties for direct explanations. 

2) If appropriate and relevant, provide opportunities and access to the parties involved to 

perform checking at the actual sites in the field. 

3) Explore other alternative solutions which can be done to resolve existing grievances. 

4) Involve external independent observers (e.g. experts in their fields or stakeholders) in the 

verification process. 

n. For cases related to written reports both directly and through the media (print and electronic) 

verification will be handled per Complaints Handling Procedures. 

 2. Duration of Grievance and Grievance Handling  
 

The grievance resolution does take a long time because there are several processes which must 

be completed, it is necessary to involve many parties, and there is a need for an appropriate and 

systematic approach. As a guideline for KG in performing this policy, a guideline regarding the 

completion time is prepared as follows: 

a. All Grievances: 

1) Within seven working days of receiving a grievance, the ESG Team will prepare the 

grievance file and contact the Grievance Raiser. 

2) If it is determined that the grievance does not require follow-up or there is no need 

for any action, then the ESG Team will submit a Response Letter to the Grievance 

Raiser within twenty working days after receiving the grievance. 

3) The ESG Team will provide the latest information regularly to the Grievance Raiser 

regarding changes that occur during the Grievance Handling process. 

b. Grievance related to KG Operational Activities:  
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1) Within twenty days of receiving the grievance, the ESG Team will send an official 

letter to the Operations Manager asking them to take steps/actions needed to resolve 

the grievance. 

2) The ESG Team will directly monitor the process taken by the Operations Manager 

in handling the grievance. 

c. Grievance Regarding Third Party Suppliers: 

1) Within twenty days of receiving the grievance, the ESG Team will prepare a case 

file by assessing the validity of complaints and assessing the willingness of third-

party suppliers to comply with KG Policy. 

2) Within forty days of receiving a complaint, the ESG Team will submit an agreed 

action plan with a third-party supplier to resolve the complaint.  

3) In the event that a third-party supplier shows his intention not to carry out the 

prepared action plan, KG should temporarily stop its relationship with the supplier. 

The process for each case of Grievance Handling will vary greatly from one case to another, 

therefore, the schedule must be adjusted to the complexity of each case specifically. If an 

adjustment to the grievance resolution timeframe is needed, this will be communicated to the 

Grievance Raiser. 

 3. Grievance Process Monitoring Mechanism  
 

a. The ESG Team is responsible for overseeing all received, ongoing and resolved complaints. 

b. The ESG Team through the relevant Operations Manager will monitor progress in handling 

grievance in each operations area, including the third-party suppliers.  

c. The ESG Team with the help of the Verification Team will monitor the complaints handling 

process in all KG's operations including the third-party suppliers.  

APPEAL PROCESS  

If the Grievance Raiser is not satisfied with the results of the grievance handling, she/he can 

submit an appeal. An appeal must be filed through the official contact information recorded in 

the Procedure section above and includes an explanation for the reasons of an appeal. The ESG 

Team will contact the Grievance Raiser to inform that an appeal has been received within 7 

working days after appeal submission. The results of the appeal review will be submitted to the 

Grievance Raiser within one month from the submission date. 
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PROTECTION of WHISTLEBLOWERS, COMPLAINANTS AND 

COMMUNITY SPOKESPERSONS  

KG will take decisive action against those who carry out threats, intimidation, and violence 

against the Grievance Raiser. KG puts forward the principles of openness, confidentiality, 

equality, and non-discrimination in every grievance submitted and the protection of human rights 

defenders, whistleblowers, complainants, and community spokespersons. 

 

Template for List of Complaints 

Reference 

Number 

Delivery Method Receipt Date Discussion Topic Reported by Progress Status 

 
 

Email to Recipient Day/Month/Year Brief explanation 
of complaint. 

Stakeholder 
Name 

Brief description 
of progress to 

date. 

On-going or 
completed. 

 Written letter to the 
Recipient 

Day/Month/Year Brief explanation 
of complaint. 

Stakeholder 
Name 

Brief description 
of progress to 
date. 

On-going or 
completed. 

 Telephone to the 
Recipient 

Day/Month/Year Brief explanation 
of complaint. 

Stakeholder 
Name 

Brief description 
of progress to 
date. 

On-going or 
completed. 

 General Report Day/Month/Year Brief explanation 
of complaint. 

Stakeholder 
Name 

Brief description 
of progress to 
date. 

On-going or 
completed. 
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Template for Grievance Investigation Framework 

No. Template List Description 

1 BACKGROUND Background information collected by the ESG team that 

can help provide information for the Grievance 

Verification Team. 

2 PURPOSE Describe clearly the problem to be investigated. 

 

3 EXPECTED RESULTS Make a list of the expected results of the investigation. 
4 VERIFICATION PLAN ● Verification Location: Specify the location to visit 

during verification. 

● Verification Schedule: Set the schedule for verification 

activities.  

● Method and Verification Technique: Determine the 

methods and techniques to be applied during 

verification 

5 REPORTING Specify method and reporting structure of field 

investigation report. 

6 VERIFICATION TEAM 

 

Set personnel and areas of expertise needed to verify. 
 

 

Template for Grievance Handling Verification Report 

No. Template List Description 

1 BACKGROUND Background information related to Complaints and 

Verification Findings. 

2  

VERIFICATION PROCESS 

 

Details regarding the steps to be taken in investigating 

complaints and gathering information needed to carry 

out verification. Include the location and date of all site 

visits. 

 

3  

CONCLUSION 

 

Write a conclusion about each problem identified for 

verification in the Terms of Reference (TOR). Other 

relevant and related information to be included here. 

 

4  

RECOMMENDATION 

 

If the issues raised in the complaint have been verified, 

an action plan with a measured schedule must be 

prepared. The process for monitoring the 

implementation of the action plan should also be 

recorded here. 

 

5 VERIFICATION RESULTS 

(FIELD FINDINGS AND 

DOCUMENT REVIEW) 

 

6 ATTACHMENT  Documents or Images  
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References  

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 32 of 2009 on Environmental Protection and 

Management 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 11 of 2005 on Ratification of the International 

Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights  

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 12 of 2005 on Ratification of the International 

Convention on Civil and Political Rights  

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 2 of 2004 concerning Industrial Relations Disputes 

Settlement  

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 18 of 2004 on Plantation 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 13 of 2003 on Manpower 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 5 of 1960 on Basic Regulations on Agrarian 

Principles 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 41 of 1999 concerning Forestry 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 5 of 1984 concerning Industrial Affairs 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 7 of 1984 concerning the Ratification of 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 21 of 2003 concerning the Ratification of ILO 

Convention No. 81 concerning Labour Inspection in Industry and Commerce  

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 19 of 1999 concerning the Ratification of ILO 

Convention No. 105 concerning the Abolition of Forced Labour 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 20 of 1999 concerning the Ratification of ILO 

Convention No. 138 concerning Minimum Age for Admission to Employment 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 21 of 1999 concerning the Ratification of ILO 

Convention No. 111 concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and 

Occupation 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 80 of 1957 concerning the Ratification of ILO 
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Convention No. 100 concerning Equal Remuneration for Men and Women for Work of 

Equal Value 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 1 of 2000 concerning the Ratification of ILO 

Convention No.182 concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for Elimination of 

the Worst Forms of Child Labour  

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 21 of 2000 concerning Trade Union/Labour Union 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 12 of 1964 concerning Termination of 

Employment in Private Corporations  

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 27 of 1999 concerning Analysis on Environmental 

Impacts 

● Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia No. 41 of 1999 regarding Air 

Pollution Control  

● Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia No. 74 of 2001 concerning 

Hazardous and Toxic Substance Management 

● Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia No. 82 of 2001 on Management of 

Water Quality and Control Over Water Pollution 

● Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia No. 150 of 2000 on the Control of 

Soil Damage in Biomass Production  

● Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia No. 4 of 2001 concerning the 

Control of Environmental Damage or Pollution related to Forest and/or Land Fires 

● Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia No. 26 of 2008 regarding National 

Spatial and Regional Planning 

● Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia No. 6 of 1995 concerning Plant 

Protection 

● Government Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia No. 8 of 1981 concerning Wage 

Protection 

● Law of the Republic of Indonesia No. 31 of 2014 concerning Revisions to Law No. 13 of 

2006 on Witness and Victim Protection 
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● Presidential Decree of the Republic of Indonesia No. 32 of 1990 concerning the 

Management of Protected Areas 

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Environment No. 17 of 2010 concerning 

Environmental Audit 

● Decree of the Indonesian Minister of Environment No. 86 of 2002 concerning Guidelines 

for Implementing Environmental Management and Monitoring  

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Environment No. 12 of 2010 regarding 

Guidelines for the Air Pollution Control at Local Level  

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Environment No. 29 of 2009 regarding 

Guidelines for the Conservation of Biodiversity at Local Level  

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Manpower and Transmigration No. 

PER.18/MEN/XI/2008 concerning Implementation of  Occupational Health and Safety 

Management System Audit  

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Agriculture No. 26 of 2007 concerning 

Plantation Business License Guidelines 

● Joint Decree of Indonesian Minister of Forestry, Minister of Agriculture, and Head of 

National Land Affairs Office No. 364 - 519 - 23 of 1990 concerning Stipulation on the 

Release of Forest Areas and Granting of Rights to Cultivate for Agriculture Business 

Development 

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Agriculture No. 14 of 2009 concerning 

Guidelines for Utilization of Peat for Oil Palm Plantation  

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Environment No. 7 of 2006 concerning the 

Procedure for Measuring the Criteria for Soil Damage in Biomass Production 

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Environment No. 10 of 2010 concerning 

Prevention Mechanism for Pollution and/or Environmental Damage related to Forest 

and/or Land Fires  

● Decree of the Indonesian Minister of Environment No. 19 of 2004 concerning Guidelines 

for Managing Complaints in Environmental Pollution and/or Damage Cases  

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Manpower No. 14 of 2006 concerning 

Procedure of Employment Report in the Company 
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● Decree of the Indonesian Minister of Manpower and Transmigration No. 100 of 2004 

concerning Stipulation on Implementation of Work Agreement for a Specific Period of 

Time  

● Decree of the Indonesian Minister of Manpower and Transmigration No. KEP-

150/MEN/2000 concerning the Settlement of Labour Dismissal and the Stipulation of 

Severance Pay, Gratuity and Compensations in Companies  

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Manpower and Transmigration No. 

PER.31/MEN/XII/2008 concerning Guidance on the Settlement of Industrial 

Relationship Disputes through Bipartite Negotiation  

● Decree of the Indonesian Minister of Manpower and Transmigration No. Kep-

48/Men/IV/2004 concerning Procedure for the Making and Legalization of the Company 

Regulations and Procedure for the Making and Registration of the Collective Labor 

Agreement 

● Regulation of the Indonesian Minister of Manpower and Transmigration No. Per. 

08/Men/III/2006 concerning Revisions to the Regulation No. Kep-48/Men/IV/2004 

concerning Procedure for the Making and Legalization of the Company Regulations and 

Procedure for the Making and Registration of the Collective Labor Agreement  

● Decree of the Indonesian Minister of Manpower and Transmigration No. Kep. 

16/Men/2001 regarding Procedures for the Official Recording of Trade/Labour Unions 

● Decree of the Indonesian Minister of Industry and Trade No. 134/M/SK/4/1988 regarding 

Pollution Prevention and Management as a Result of Industrial Business Activities on the 

Environment  

● Circular Letter of the Ministry of Environment of the Republic of Indonesia No. 

03/SE/MenLH/6/1987 concerning Procedure on the Handling of Environmental Pollution 

and Destruction 

● Decree of the Indonesian Minister of Environment No. Kep-57/MenLH/12/1995 

regarding Environmental Impact Assessment of the Integrated/Multisectors Business or 

Activities  
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6. KORINDO ESG Charter of Commitments 

Korindo published these principles of the Korindo ESG Charter on April 16, 2020, and has been 

working to announce and implement these principles to all employees, contractors and suppliers 

of Korindo. Through this document, we highlight Korindo’s commitments to ‘Sustainable 

Development’, ‘Protection of Human Rights’, and ‘Good Corporate Governance’. 

Scope: 

This Charter applies to all of Korindo’s current and future holdings, subsidiary companies, joint 

ventures, companies over which we have management control, and third-party suppliers. To 

work with us, all third-party suppliers must agree that they will abide by this Charter. The new 

Korindo ESG Progress monitoring report is open to the public and includes up to date 

information. (https://www.korindo.co.id/sustainability/#esg-charter) 

Implementation, enforcement, monitoring and reporting procedures in cooperation with third-

party verifiers will ensure compliance for all aspects of the policy and commitments. 

Environmental Responsibility 

We commit ourselves to protecting the environment by working towards ‘Sustainable 

Development’. 

For the purposes of this document, we understand the term ‘Sustainable Development’ (SD) as 

defined by the Brundtland Commission Report published in 1987. 

“Sustainable development (SD) is the kind of development that meets the needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.” 

To achieve ‘Sustainable Development’, we will: 

● Minimize Greenhouse Gas emissions, especially carbon dioxide (CO2). 

● Cease the development of High Conservation Value (HCV) or High Carbon Stock (HCS) 

areas. All natural forest clearance has been suspended since February 2017. 

● Strengthen conservation measures, especially those related to forests and their 

biodiversity. These measures are not limited to combat threats caused by humans but also 

threats posed by natural disasters such as flooding and wildfire. 

● Maintain our commitment to the Forest Stewardship Council guidelines with regards to 

our timber, plywood and palm oil operations. 

● Continue with our belief and practice of not developing peatlands under any 

circumstances. 

https://www.korindo.co.id/sustainability/#esg-charter
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● Continue with our zero-burning policy. Korindo has never used and will never use fire to 

clear land in any of its operations. 

These commitments reinforce, and by no means hinder, Korindo’s pledge to the development of 

land assigned by the Indonesian Government for the purposes of producing timber, plywood and 

palm oil. 

Social Responsibility 

We are committed to the development of Indonesia and its people. Our endeavours are not 

limited to just following the law but also creating meaningful impacts in the communities that we 

work with. 

To further achieve this goal, we will: 

● Continue to provide health resources for people in the communities. 

● Keep supporting education facilities. 

● Continue creating business opportunities within the communities to help reduce poverty. 

● Maintain and enhance our efforts to support communities fight climate change and global 

warming. 

● Improve our procedures with regards to respecting the customary and cultural land rights 

of communities. 

● Establish and practice Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) principle and process. 

● Improve our conflict resolution frameworks, as well as better communicate these to 

stakeholders and community members. 

● Establish participatory mapping before any new development to determine stakeholder 

boundaries and land uses. 

● Develop plasma plantations according to the regulation by the Government of Indonesia 

and in consultation with residents. 

● Actively create new programmes to help improve the lives of people in the communities. 

 

Labor Rights 

We conduct our business in a manner that respects and guarantees human rights. Labor rights are 

not an exception. 

Consequently, we will: 

● Ensure that the rights of all people working in any operation in our supply chain are 

respected according to local, national and international laws. This includes international 

standards like the ones set by the International Labour Organization.  
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● Ensure that the people employed in our operations understand their rights and work 

responsibilities. 

● Establish fair working conditions, not only in terms of wages but also in terms of security 

inside the workplace. 

● Guarantee fair and equal employment opportunities for all employees regardless of race, 

nationality, religion, linguistic background, or gender. 

Stakeholder Engagement 

We commit to resolving complaints and conflicts through an open, transparent and effective 

process.  We seek to engage and collaborate with the local, regional and national governments, 

certification bodies, regional projects, and NGOs to help better manage our operations.  

Consequently, we will: 

● Work with key stakeholders and independent verification bodies to implement 

sustainable growth and promote industry transformation. 

● Maintain a monitoring and assessment program to communicate information, progress 

toward policy compliance, complaints resolution, and supplier engagement and 

verification. 

● Publish progress reports on the implementation of sustainable growth. 

● Resolve grievances promptly, responsibly, responsively, and proactively.  
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7. Special Report on the Death of Marius "Betera" 

Tigamirop  

As tragic as this death was, the facts must be presented. 

The video of the whole incident taken by CCTV shows that an unarmed police officer was 

trying to confiscate a gun, a long machete and a hunting bow from a man who did not want to 

give up his weapons, and a melee broke out. It would be superfluous to mention that any police 

officer in London or Paris, let alone New York or Los Angeles, would have drawn a gun and 

used a lot more force than this Indonesian police officer to take lethal weapons like a gun, a 

machete and a hunting bow from an armed suspect.  

Please find attached the Appendix 1, “Official Investigation Report” issued by the Indonesian 

Human Rights Commission that clears absolutely and unconditionally Korindo, Appendix 2, 

“Korindo Press Release on the Indonesian Human Rights Commission Investigation Report”,  

and Appendix 3, “ Photos of the site and proof of notices and Doctors’ official reports”. 

Please read Korindo Grievance Mechanism and Procedure section in this Report that explains 

the existing measures that ascertain and protect the interests and rights of indigenous peoples 

and their communities regarding the use of their lands as well as the existing measures that 

ensure community members and indigenous peoples to voice their concerns vis-a-vis land 

related issues free from any form of threats or intimidation.  

The precis of the incident is as follows: 

On May 16, at around 11:30 am, Mr Marius "Betera" Tigamirop who worked for KG as a 

security guard at Tunas Sawa Erma (TSE, a subsidiary of KG) from Nov 21, 2009, to Apr 26, 

2019, arrived at the TSE compound carrying a gun, a long hunting bow and a machete.  

He wanted to complain about TSE’s clearing of banana trees that he had planted inside the TSE 

farm. He had planted banana trees inside the TSE farm along the drainage ditch without 

permission from TSE, and they had to be cleared for harvesting oil palm fruits. (photos 1 and 2 

in Appendix 3). The signboard was set up near the site (photo 3), and the notices for banana 

tree clearing were issued by the TSE management office (photo 4). Please, see Appendix 3, 

“Photos of the site and proof of notices and Doctors’ official reports”. 

After the meeting, he came out of the office and talked to a TSE security staff, a former 

colleague of his, for a few minutes. 

Not long after, a police officer arrived at the scene and started an exchange with Mr Tigamirop. 

The police officer asked Mr Tigamirop to give up his weapons, but he refused. In response, the 
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police officer used force to disarm Mr Tigamirop per the video. 

Once the police officer seized the machete and bow, but not the gun, he took them away from 

the scene to keep them in a safe place. Afterwards, the police officer returned and talked to Mr 

Tigamirop and his wife. There was neither a heated argument nor any use of physical force, Mr 

Tigamirop left the TSE compound with his wife on his motorcycle. 

At 11.00 a.m., Mr Tigamirop went to a police station to file a complaint. However, he was told 

that the officer on duty was on a break and went back to his home. 

At 12:15 pm, Mr Tigamirop arrived at the TSE clinic in the TSE compound accompanied by 

his family members. The clinic’s medical staff were told that his symptoms were severe 

anxiety and dyspnea. The clinic’s medical staff tried to provide emergency measures including 

oxygen respirator application and medication, but Mr Tigamirop seemed very upset and kept 

arguing with his family members. He not only refused the medical treatments but even refused 

to lay down on the clinic bed. 

At 1:00 pm, Mr Tigamirop passed away, and Dr Tengku Noor Hizayani, the head of the TSE 

clinic, recorded that there was no external bruise or any sign of physical trauma and concluded 

that the cause of his death was a sudden cardiac arrest. The copies of clinic medical records are 

attached in the appendix. Please, see Appendix 3, “Photos of the site and proof of notices and 

Doctors’ official reports”.  

Mr Tigamirop’s family refused an autopsy, and the body had been moved for burial to his 

native land which is a fair distance away from the TSE compound. Mr Tigamirop was not a 

member of the local clan that held cultural rights to the land that is TSE farm now, which 

meant that he was not entitled to compensatory measures given to members of the local clan.  

The day he passed away at the clinic, TSE provided 70 boxes of wrapped rice for dinner and 5 

boxes of bottled water as well as a company truck. The following day, TSE helped the family 

move the body from the clinic (hospital) to his native tribal burial site, about 3 hours drive.  

On the day of the funeral, TSE provided 40 boxes of wrapped rice in the morning, 70 wrapped 

rice and 10 boxes of bottled water for lunch as well as 3 trucks for transportation. 

Afterwards, TSE donated one truck load of groceries: 20 bags of rice (400 kg), 20 boxes of 

instant noodles, 2 boxes of cooking oil, 30 bags of sugar, 10 packs of coffee and 1 box of milk.  

It should be noted that there are many establishments within the TSE compound including two 

hospitals, a police station, two public schools, several mosques and churches, fire stations, a 

park, a playground as well as several general stores, for the TSE compound with reliable 

electricity, security, and communication apparatus is the centre and hub of residents’ social, 
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commercial, and official activities. 

It is absurd and bizarre to suggest that TSE somehow influences religious activities of churches 

and mosques, operation of hospitals, curriculums of schools, management of parks and 

commercial stores, and operation of the police just because these establishments are located 

within the TSE Company Compound. 

But it is a tragedy, and KG on behalf of TSE made a 200 million Rupiah (about USD 15,000) 

contribution and provided a house for the family of Marius "Betera" Tigamirop as a form of 

humanitarian assistance. KG will also provide 500,000 Rupiah monthly as well as full 

scholarships for the two children all the way to university.  
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Special Report Appendix 1. 

Investigation Report Issued by the Indonesian Human Rights 

Commission 
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Special Report Appendix 2. 

Korindo Group Press Release on the Indonesian Human Rights 

Commission Investigation Report 
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Special Report Appendix 3.  

Photos of the site and proof of notices 

Photo 1  
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Photo 2 
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Photo 3 
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Photo 4 
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Special Report Appendix 4.  

English Translation of Doctor’s Reports 

 

PT. TUNAS SAWA ERMA 

Number : 01/TSE/BP-TSE/VER/V/2020   CAMP 19, May 16, 2020 

Re  : The Result of the Victim MARIUS BATERA’s Examination 

Attachment : …..……………………………………………………………………………… 

 

PRO JUSTITIA 

VISUM ET REPERTUM 

The undersigned below, Dr. Tengku Noor Hisayani, a doctor in POP-A Clinic, explains that: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

In regards to the Letter of Request of Post-Mortem Examination from Jair Sector Boven Digoel 

Resort Police on May 16, 2020, No. Pol: R/ / V/2020/SEK JAIR, signed by FECHY J. 

ATAUPAH S. Tr.K, PDA NRP (Main Registration Number): 93020888, then on MAY 

SIXTEEN TWO THOUSAND AND TWENTY, located in POP-A Clinic, has examined a MAN 

who according to the request is:  

Name  : MARIUS BATERA……………………………………………………………….. 

Sex  : MALE……………………………………………………………………………... 

Age  : 40 YEARS OLD…………………………………………………………………... 

Occupation : Extension Worker…………………………………………………………………. 

Nationality : Indonesia…………………………………………………………………………... 

Religion : Catholic……………………………………………………………......................... 

Address : Camp 19, Asiki, Jair District, Boven Digoel Regency…………………………..... 

 

EXAMINATION RESULTS: 

1. The patient came to POP-A clinic at 12.30 Eastern Indonesian Time, in a state of 

shortness of breath and while pounding his chest hard. The patient was struggling 

restlessly, making the medical staff had difficulty taking action on the patient, and the 

patient himself strongly refused O2 (oxygen). The patient only requested mineral water to 

the medical staff and after that he got out of bed to meet his family, wife and a child. 

2. After got out of the bed, the patient vomited blood mixed with water once. 

3. The medical staff asked the patient to lie in bed to get checked, but the patient got angry 

and did not want to be examined. Not long after, the patient was not moving at 13.00 

Eastern Indonesian Time. 

4. The medical staff checked the patient’s vital sign, his pulse rate, and the patient was 

found without a pulse. Patient’s pupils had dilated and there was no audible sound when 

the medical staff checked the patient’s heart with a stethoscope. The patient was declared 

dead. 

5. The patient wore black short sleeved t-shirt, green-black jacket, long blue denim pants 

with a black belt, turquoise-green underwear, black head cover, and green cloth face 
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mask. 

6. On the patient’s face were not found any bruises and blisters, normal impression 

7. On the patient’s torso, there were no wounds/blisters and bruises, normal impression 

8. On the patient’s hands, there were no wounds, normal impression 

9. On the patient’s legs, there were no wounds, normal impression 

CONCLUSION: 

From the examination of this corpse were not found bruises and wounds/blisters. The 

cause of the death cannot be determined because the internal examination was not carried 

out. 

Examining doctor, 
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POP-A CLINIC 
 

Number : 01/TSE/BP-TSE/VER/V/2020   CAMP 19, May 18, 2020 

Re  : The Result of the Victim MARIUS TIGAMIROP’s Examination 

Attachment : …..………………………………………………………………………………... 

 

PRO JUSTITIA 

VISUM ET REPERTUM 

The undersigned below, Dr. Tengku Noor Hisayani, a doctor in POP-A CLINIC, explains that: 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

In regards to the Letter of Request of Post-Mortem Examination from Jair Sector Boven Digoel 

Resort Police on May 16, 2020, No. Pol: R/ / V/2020/SEK JAIR, signed by FECHY J. 

ATAUPAH S. Tr.K, PDA NRP (Main Registration Number): 93020888, then on MAY 

SIXTEEN TWO THOUSAND AND TWENTY, located in POP-A Clinic, has examined a MAN 

who according to the request is:  

Name  : MARIUS TIGAMIROP………………………………………………………….... 

Sex  : MALE……………………………………………………………………………... 

Age  : 40 YEARS OLD…………………………………………………………………... 

Occupation : COMMUNITY (FARMER)………………………………………………………. 

Nationality : Indonesia…………………………………………………………………………... 

Religion : Catholic……………………………………………………………………………. 

Address : Camp 19, Asiki, Jair District, Boven Digoel Regency……………………………. 

 

EXAMINATION RESULTS: 

1. The corpse was in an emergency room bed at POP-A CLINIC at 13.00 Eastern 

Indonesian Time. 

2. The corpse is an Indonesian man with dark brown skin color; height and weight were not 

measured. 

3. The corpse wore black short sleeved t-shirt, green-black jacket, long blue denim pants 

with black belt, turquoise-green underwear, black head cover, and green cloth face mask. 

4. On the patient’s face were not found any bruises and blisters, impression: normal 

5. On the patient’s torso, there were no wounds or blisters and bruises, impression: normal 

6. On the patient’s hands, there were no wounds or bruises, impression: normal  

7. On the patient’s legs, there were no wounds or bruises, impression: normal 

CONCLUSION: 

On the examination of this corpse were not found bruises and wounds/blisters. The cause 

of the death cannot be determined because the internal examination was not carried out. 

Camp 19, May 18, 2020 

Examining doctor, 

 

 

Dr. Tengku Noor Hizayani 

SIP: 446.1/01/SIP-Dr/DMPTSP/2019  
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Korindo Report on Indigenous People Appendix I 

Korindo CSC Expenditures 2014 - 2019 

 

1. Korindo Group Papua (Unit: IDR)

Pillar Year
 Building/ 

Construction 
 Equipment  Transportation  Scholarship 

Financial support 

for teachers

Others 

(administrative 

expenses, Training, 

etc.)

Total

2014 87.442.325            155.960.000               4.677.131.931       1.164.850.000           278.212.660          472.725.971               6.836.322.887             

2015 145.396.829          456.646.598               686.438.932          1.355.802.330           349.623.000          467.883.400               3.461.791.089             

2016 71.728.300            70.703.000                 469.350.000          1.650.157.000           288.323.344          434.975.275               2.985.236.919             

2017 642.717.679          133.354.449               294.625.000          1.558.115.500           1.146.644.552       186.747.632               3.962.204.812             

2018 45.908.750            98.210.290                 60.699.904            1.432.992.000           1.754.642.964       872.699.389               4.265.153.297             

2019 460.529.500          193.746.790               747.450.836          723.200.000               1.934.035.147       503.652.950               4.562.615.223             

Pil lar Year
 First aid and 

emergency 
 Disinfection and etc.  Clinic operation Total

2014 421.889.614          -                                    7.631.683.776       8.053.573.390             

2015 429.477.467          -                                    8.973.737.284       9.403.214.751             

2016 470.486.128          -                                    13.530.546.029    14.001.032.157           

2017 278.507.000          -                                    23.695.514.055    23.974.021.055           

2018 179.665.686          -                                    18.985.650.153    19.165.315.839           

2019 205.693.482          16.621.777                 13.977.041.595    14.199.356.854           

Pil lar Year  Rubber farm  Cattle Pen 
 fishery and 

poultry farm 
 Fruit/vegetable farm 

Farming 

equipment
Plasma Cooperative Total

2014 351.669.000          260.073.939               52.400.437            -                                    683.434.516          1.530.000                   1.349.107.892             

2015 614.103.000          164.496.600               55.220.000            78.992.000                 580.743.364          80.233.500                 1.573.788.464             

2016 390.110.745          33.415.000                 53.598.000            -                                    653.061.102          311.729.664               1.441.914.511             

2017 105.492.606          38.800.000                 -                                1.600.000                   300.329.460          154.979.000               601.201.066                

2018 67.424.035            8.310.664                   320.612.655          135.244.915               209.083.926          505.830.555               1.246.506.750             

2019 11.921.670            20.587.720                 517.503.435          318.092.791               135.864.998          825.375.517               1.829.346.131             

Pil lar Year  Riverside cleaning 
 Sign board 

installation 
Total

2014 -                                -                                    -                                      

2015 -                                -                                    -                                      

2016 -                                -                                    -                                      

2017 -                                -                                    -                                      

2018 -                                1.763.520                   1.763.520                     

2019 6.106.390               2.561.500                   8.667.890                     

Pil lar Year  Housing 
 Public facil ity 

support 

 Residential 

facil ity 

improvement 

 Local cultrure and 

religion 
Poverty alleviation Total

2014 385.769.902          263.888.136               442.148.430          2.130.500.000           2.841.795.235       6.064.101.703             

2015 631.961.802          741.410.539               890.371.734          440.000.000               5.646.651.355       8.350.395.430             

2016 208.344.610          38.995.400                 1.996.020.907       197.408.627               5.241.306.519       7.682.076.063             

2017 597.163.141          575.241.522               1.075.696.296       890.427.171               4.260.563.712       7.399.091.842             

2018 530.440.490          220.312.214               2.142.228.591       37.800.739                 5.093.711.154       8.024.493.188             

2019 1.039.684.491       175.089.636               964.328.540          468.244.066               4.887.096.984       7.534.443.717             

Year Education Health Economy Environment Infrastructure Total

2014 6.836.322.887           8.053.573.390       1.349.107.892           -                                6.064.101.703           22.303.105.872           

2015 3.461.791.089           9.403.214.751       1.573.788.464           -                                8.350.395.430           22.789.189.734           

2016 2.985.236.919           14.001.032.157    1.441.914.511           -                                7.682.076.063           26.110.259.650           

2017 3.962.204.812           23.974.021.055    601.201.066               -                                7.399.091.842           35.936.518.775           

2018 4.265.153.297           19.165.315.839    1.246.506.750           1.763.520               8.024.493.188           32.703.232.594           

2019 4.562.615.223           14.199.356.854    1.829.346.131           8.667.890               7.534.443.717           28.134.429.815           

Total 26.073.324.227         88.796.514.047    8.041.864.814           10.431.410            45.054.601.943         167.976.736.441        
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2. TTL (Unit: IDR)

Pillar Year
 Building/ 

Construction 
 Equipment  Transportation  Scholarship 

Financial support for 

teachers

Others 

(administrative 

expenses, Training, 

etc.)

Total

2014 -                                    3.500.000                   -                                    -                                    30.000.000                 -                                    33.500.000                        

2015 -                                    12.250.000                 -                                    -                                    33.600.000                 -                                    45.850.000                        

2016 -                                    6.000.000                   -                                    -                                    25.200.000                 -                                    31.200.000                        

2017 11.848.589                 6.000.000                   -                                    -                                    33.600.000                 -                                    51.448.589                        

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    14.400.000                 10.150.000                 24.550.000                        

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                    3.000.000                   18.000.000                 3.470.000                   24.470.000                        

Pil lar Year
 First aid and 

emergency 
 Disinfection and etc.  Clinic operation Total

2014 -                                    -                                    480.854.946               480.854.946                      

2015 -                                    -                                    405.536.662               405.536.662                      

2016 -                                    -                                    343.711.625               343.711.625                      

2017 -                                    -                                    279.709.535               279.709.535                      

2018 -                                    -                                    314.066.518               314.066.518                      

2019 -                                    -                                    211.988.532               211.988.532                      

Pil lar Year  Rubber farm  Cattle Pen 
 fishery and poultry 

farm 
 Fruit/vegetable farm Farming equipment Plasma Cooperative Total

2014 54.912.000                 -                                    10.000.000                 -                                    23.450.000                 -                                    88.362.000                        

2015 -                                    -                                    7.500.000                   -                                    -                                    -                                    7.500.000                          

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    24.500.000                 -                                    24.500.000                        

2017 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    6.040.000                   -                                    6.040.000                          

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                    22.575.000                 5.000.000                   27.575.000                        

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                    8.000.000                   22.575.000                 -                                    30.575.000                        

Pil lar Year  Riverside cleaning 
 Sign board 

installation 
Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2017 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                           

Pil lar Year  Housing 
 Public facil ity 

support 

 Residential facil ity 

improvement 

 Local cultrure and 

religion 
Poverty alleviation Total

2014 88.184.500                 8.972.000                   -                                    -                                    -                                    97.156.500                        

2015 52.128.612                 -                                    57.772.500                 -                                    -                                    109.901.112                      

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2017 42.895.048                 58.317.120                 -                                    -                                    2.000.000                   103.212.168                      

2018 53.401.550                 -                                    -                                    -                                    26.464.000                 79.865.550                        

2019 9.285.000                   21.465.621                 -                                    -                                    83.599.000                 114.349.621                      

Year Education Health Economy Environment Infrastructure Total

2014 33.500.000                 480.854.946               88.362.000                 -                                    97.156.500                 699.873.446                      

2015 45.850.000                 405.536.662               7.500.000                   -                                    109.901.112               568.787.774                      

2016 31.200.000                 343.711.625               24.500.000                 -                                    -                                    399.411.625                      

2017 51.448.589                 279.709.535               6.040.000                   -                                    103.212.168               440.410.292                      

2018 24.550.000                 314.066.518               27.575.000                 -                                    79.865.550                 446.057.068                      

2019 24.470.000                 211.988.532               30.575.000                 -                                    114.349.621               381.383.153                      

Total 211.018.589               2.035.867.818           184.552.000               -                                    504.484.951               2.935.923.358                  
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3. IA (Unit: IDR)

Pillar Year
 Building/ 

Construction 
 Equipment  Transportation  Scholarship 

Financial support for 

teachers

Others 

(administrative 

expenses, Training, 

etc.)

Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 -                                    8.400.000                   -                                    -                                    24.000.000                 -                                    32.400.000                        

2016 -                                    10.500.000                 -                                    -                                    27.000.000                 4.237.000                   41.737.000                        

2017 -                                    8.000.000                   -                                    -                                    36.000.000                 -                                    44.000.000                        

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                    4.500.000                   28.800.000                 -                                    33.300.000                        

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                    21.600.000                 -                                    21.600.000                        

Pil lar Year
 First aid and 

emergency 
 Disinfection and etc.  Clinic operation Total

2014 -                                    -                                    371.300.493               371.300.493                      

2015 -                                    -                                    386.326.091               386.326.091                      

2016 -                                    -                                    91.946.555                 91.946.555                        

2017 -                                    -                                    152.253.591               152.253.591                      

2018 -                                    -                                    403.917.058               403.917.058                      

2019 3.500.000                   -                                    299.069.866               302.569.866                      

Pil lar Year  Rubber farm  Cattle Pen 
 fishery and poultry 

farm 
 Fruit/vegetable farm Farming equipment Plasma Cooperative Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2017 -                                    -                                    1.600.000                   -                                    -                                    1.600.000                          

2018 -                                    8.000.000                   -                                    -                                    15.000.000                 -                                    23.000.000                        

2019 -                                    6.000.000                   -                                    5.000.000                   -                                    -                                    11.000.000                        

Pil lar Year  Riverside cleaning 
 Sign board 

installation 
Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2017 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                           

Pil lar Year  Housing 
 Public facil ity 

support 

 Residential facil ity 

improvement 

 Local cultrure and 

religion 
Poverty alleviation Total

2014 71.766.200                 21.900.000                 24.323.100                 -                                    12.000.000                 129.989.300                      

2015 -                                    87.545.500                 46.300.484                 -                                    -                                    133.845.984                      

2016 27.190.000                 38.155.400                 -                                    -                                    -                                    65.345.400                        

2017 53.496.776                 -                                    -                                    -                                    6.000.000                   59.496.776                        

2018 -                                    7.500.000                   -                                    -                                    6.000.000                   13.500.000                        

2019 11.050.000                 10.987.000                 -                                    -                                    62.328.000                 84.365.000                        

Year Education Health Economy Environment Infrastructure Total

2014 -                                    371.300.493               -                                    -                                    129.989.300               501.289.793                      

2015 32.400.000                 386.326.091               -                                    -                                    133.845.984               552.572.075                      

2016 41.737.000                 91.946.555                 -                                    -                                    65.345.400                 199.028.955                      

2017 44.000.000                 152.253.591               1.600.000                   -                                    59.496.776                 257.350.367                      

2018 33.300.000                 403.917.058               23.000.000                 -                                    13.500.000                 473.717.058                      

2019 21.600.000                 302.569.866               11.000.000                 -                                    84.365.000                 419.534.866                      

Total 173.037.000               1.708.313.654           35.600.000                 -                                    486.542.460               2.403.493.114                  
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4. KA (Unit: IDR)

Pillar Year
 Building/ 

Construction 
 Equipment  Transportation  Scholarship 

Financial support for 

teachers

Others 

(administrative 

expenses, Training, 

etc.)

Total

2014 -                                    13.800.000                 -                                    16.000.000                 -                                    -                                    29.800.000                        

2015 -                                    3.000.000                   -                                    52.000.000                 -                                    -                                    55.000.000                        

2016 22.000.000                 6.000.000                   -                                    105.600.000               -                                    -                                    133.600.000                      

2017 -                                    70.944.090                 -                                    105.600.000               -                                    176.544.090                      

2018 12.513.000                 1.849.290                   5.550.836                   34.800.000                 -                                    1.588.000                   56.301.126                        

2019 12.513.000                 1.849.290                   5.550.836                   34.800.000                 -                                    1.588.000                   56.301.126                        

Pil lar Year
 First aid and 

emergency 
 Disinfection and etc.  Clinic operation Total

2014 12.500.000                 -                                    -                                    12.500.000                        

2015 35.000.000                 -                                    -                                    35.000.000                        

2016 20.000.000                 -                                    -                                    20.000.000                        

2017 9.540.000                   -                                    -                                    9.540.000                          

2018 15.000.000                 -                                    -                                    15.000.000                        

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

Pil lar Year  Rubber farm  Cattle Pen 
 fishery and poultry 

farm 
 Fruit/vegetable farm Farming equipment Plasma Cooperative Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    4.000.000                   -                                    4.000.000                          

2015 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2017 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    10.425.000                 -                                    10.425.000                        

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    25.346.000                 25.346.000                        

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

Pil lar Year  Riverside cleaning 
 Sign board 

installation 
Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2017 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                           

Pil lar Year  Housing 
 Public facil ity 

support 

 Residential facil ity 

improvement 

 Local cultrure and 

religion 
Poverty alleviation Total

2014 97.000.000                 -                                    13.000.000                 -                                    8.300.000                   118.300.000                      

2015 -                                    50.000.000                 30.000.000                 -                                    -                                    80.000.000                        

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    16.000.000                 16.000.000                        

2017 109.453.795               259.926.050               -                                    30.200.000                 112.294.275               511.874.120                      

2018 43.361.700                 1.000.000                   52.949.500                 -                                    227.726.270               325.037.470                      

2019 4.015.000                   1.204.000                   58.367.930                 222.974.760               108.934.510               395.496.200                      

Year Education Health Economy Environment Infrastructure Total

2014 29.800.000                 12.500.000                 4.000.000                   -                                    118.300.000               164.600.000                      

2015 55.000.000                 35.000.000                 -                                    -                                    80.000.000                 170.000.000                      

2016 133.600.000               20.000.000                 -                                    -                                    16.000.000                 169.600.000                      

2017 176.544.090               9.540.000                   10.425.000                 -                                    511.874.120               708.383.210                      

2018 56.301.126                 15.000.000                 25.346.000                 -                                    325.037.470               421.684.596                      

2019 56.301.126                 -                                    -                                    -                                    395.496.200               451.797.326                      

Total 507.546.342               92.040.000                 39.771.000                 -                                    1.446.707.790           2.086.065.132                  
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5. TSE (Unit: IDR)

Pillar Year
 Building/ 

Construction 
 Equipment  Transportation  Scholarship 

Financial support for 

teachers

Others 

(administrative 

expenses, Training, 

etc.)

Total

2014 87.442.325                 127.250.000               2.761.031.931           788.850.000               215.712.660               -                                    3.980.286.916           

2015 11.667.000                 376.250.000               362.088.932               888.120.000               239.523.000               1.152.900                   1.878.801.832           

2016 -                                    5.968.000                   150.000.000               1.036.157.000           236.123.344               -                                    1.428.248.344           

2017 -                                    18.502.192                 294.625.000               947.154.000               281.028.000               18.788.132                 1.560.097.324           

2018 1.290.500                   76.932.000                 16.500.000                 760.500.000               269.280.000               104.763.639               1.229.266.139           

2019 151.285.000               51.016.500                 15.000.000                 509.700.000               269.779.008               55.681.650                 1.052.462.158           

Pil lar Year
 First aid and 

emergency 
 Disinfection and etc.  Clinic operation Total

2014 283.336.214               -                                    5.443.139.755           -                                    -                                    -                                    5.726.475.969           

2015 240.918.787               -                                    6.146.291.240           -                                    -                                    -                                    6.387.210.027           

2016 330.363.334               -                                    10.352.881.293         -                                    -                                    -                                    10.683.244.627         

2017 208.362.000               -                                    20.734.164.979         -                                    -                                    -                                    20.942.526.979         

2018 59.040.000                 -                                    15.591.942.868         -                                    -                                    -                                    15.650.982.868         

2019 74.842.775                 13.669.360                 9.960.521.285           -                                    -                                    -                                    10.049.033.420         

Pil lar Year  Rubber farm  Cattle Pen 
 fishery and poultry 

farm 
 Fruit/vegetable farm Farming equipment Plasma Cooperative Total

2014 296.757.000               236.134.759               12.000.000                 -                                    357.114.000               -                                    902.005.759              

2015 193.840.000               164.496.600               45.000.000                 -                                    168.495.000               80.233.500                 652.065.100              

2016 43.150.000                 33.415.000                 53.598.000                 -                                    183.357.822               20.257.000                 333.777.822              

2017 84.641.956                 11.800.000                 -                                    -                                    200.020.000               54.227.000                 350.688.956              

2018 62.177.396                 310.664                       -                                    125.705.450               156.850.000               156.182.758               501.226.268              

2019 3.198.670                   14.587.720                 68.533.062                 227.044.881               67.219.817                 622.843.102               1.003.427.252           

Pil lar Year  Riverside cleaning 
 Sign board 

installation 
Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    

2015 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    

2017 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    

2018 -                                    1.763.520                   -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    1.763.520                   

2019 6.000.000                   1.462.000                   -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    7.462.000                   

Pil lar Year  Housing 
 Public facil ity 

support 

 Residential facil ity 

improvement 

 Local cultrure and 

religion 
Poverty alleviation Total

2014 89.876.810                 105.084.106               307.181.335               250.500.000               1.101.382.885           -                                    1.854.025.136           

2015 205.452.360               463.962.799               119.386.550               133.000.000               1.940.446.472           -                                    2.862.248.181           

2016 14.000.000                 -                                    27.342.750                 169.815.720               2.068.789.033           -                                    2.279.947.503           

2017 189.711.848               186.343.777               1.017.023.767           35.600.000                 2.244.935.556           -                                    3.673.614.948           

2018 253.424.751               157.959.854               185.128.002               4.237.600                   2.001.642.775           -                                    2.602.392.982           

2019 462.333.351               134.268.165               763.692.301               153.703.169               1.385.084.971           -                                    2.899.081.957           

Year Education Health Economy Environment Infrastructure Total

2014 3.980.286.916           5.726.475.969           902.005.759               -                                    1.854.025.136           12.462.793.780         

2015 1.878.801.832           6.387.210.027           652.065.100               -                                    2.862.248.181           11.780.325.140         

2016 1.428.248.344           10.683.244.627         333.777.822               -                                    2.279.947.503           14.725.218.296         

2017 1.560.097.324           20.942.526.979         350.688.956               -                                    3.673.614.948           26.526.928.207         

2018 1.229.266.139           15.650.982.868         501.226.268               1.763.520                   2.602.392.982           19.985.631.777         

2019 1.052.462.158           10.049.033.420         1.003.427.252           7.462.000                   2.899.081.957           15.011.466.787         

Total 11.129.162.713         69.439.473.891         3.743.191.157           9.225.520                   16.171.310.707         100.492.363.988      
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6. BCA (Unit: IDR)

Pillar Year
 Building/ 

Construction 
 Equipment  Transportation  Scholarship 

Financial support for 

teachers

Others 

(administrative 

expenses, Training, 

etc.)

Total

2014 -                                    9.000.000                   -                                    360.000.000               -                                    -                                    369.000.000                      

2015 -                                    -                                    319.350.000               335.700.000               -                                    -                                    655.050.000                      

2016 -                                    26.000.000                 319.350.000               462.900.000               -                                    -                                    808.250.000                      

2017 -                                    -                                    -                                    472.175.000               -                                    -                                    472.175.000                      

2018 5.500.000                   1.000.000                   -                                    569.170.000               -                                    12.000.000                 587.670.000                      

2019 -                                    66.076.000                 643.900.000               164.400.000               -                                    61.800.000                 936.176.000                      

Pil lar Year
 First aid and 

emergency 
 Disinfection and etc.  Clinic operation Total

2014 84.716.000                 -                                    379.707.149               464.423.149                      

2015 41.961.400                 -                                    503.360.266               545.321.666                      

2016 50.776.787                 -                                    764.904.944               815.681.731                      

2017 21.943.000                 -                                    796.780.897               818.723.897                      

2018 10.980.000                 -                                    720.297.180               731.277.180                      

2019 67.768.500                 -                                    946.282.562               1.014.051.062                  

Pil lar Year  Rubber farm  Cattle Pen 
 fishery and poultry 

farm 
 Fruit/vegetable farm Farming equipment Plasma Cooperative Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    293.000.000               -                                    293.000.000                      

2015 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    134.591.000               -                                    134.591.000                      

2016 70.000.000                 -                                    -                                    -                                    128.000.000               95.212.000                 293.212.000                      

2017 18.316.400                 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    95.212.000                 113.528.400                      

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    79.384.035                 79.384.035                        

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                    17.843.100                 22.128.000                 104.679.260               144.650.360                      

Pil lar Year  Riverside cleaning 
 Sign board 

installation 
Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2017 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                           

Pil lar Year  Housing 
 Public facil ity 

support 

 Residential facil ity 

improvement 

 Local cultrure and 

religion 
Poverty alleviation Total

2014 -                                    -                                    93.433.215                 180.000.000               1.030.810.998           1.304.244.213                  

2015 181.169.600               -                                    186.124.300               180.000.000               1.150.553.585           1.697.847.485                  

2016 -                                    -                                    194.894.040               -                                    1.269.217.054           1.464.111.094                  

2017 -                                    -                                    49.829.449                 36.891.500                 1.541.632.268           1.628.353.217                  

2018 64.351.858                 8.615.500                   21.302.048                 -                                    1.638.203.773           1.732.473.179                  

2019 433.904.647               -                                    109.883.950               58.440.900                 1.666.394.468           2.268.623.965                  

Year Education Health Economy Environment Infrastructure Total

2014 369.000.000               464.423.149               293.000.000               -                                    1.304.244.213           2.430.667.362                  

2015 655.050.000               545.321.666               134.591.000               -                                    1.697.847.485           3.032.810.151                  

2016 808.250.000               815.681.731               293.212.000               -                                    1.464.111.094           3.381.254.825                  

2017 472.175.000               818.723.897               113.528.400               -                                    1.628.353.217           3.032.780.514                  

2018 587.670.000               731.277.180               79.384.035                 -                                    1.732.473.179           3.130.804.394                  

2019 936.176.000               1.014.051.062           144.650.360               -                                    2.268.623.965           4.363.501.387                  

Total 3.828.321.000           4.389.478.685           1.058.365.795           -                                    10.095.653.153         19.371.818.633                
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7. PAL (Unit: IDR)

Pillar Year
 Building/ 

Construction 
 Equipment  Transportation  Scholarship 

Financial support for 

teachers

Others 

(administrative 

expenses, Training, 

etc.)

Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 133.729.829               32.478.698                 5.000.000                   4.275.000                   -                                    -                                    175.483.527                      

2016 49.728.300                 13.415.000                 -                                    4.400.000                   -                                    -                                    67.543.300                        

2017 390.869.090               13.458.167                 -                                    18.200.000                 52.299.830                 -                                    474.827.087                      

2018 26.605.250                 14.429.000                 38.516.548                 14.200.000                 151.357.830               37.739.000                 282.847.628                      

2019 11.000.000                 -                                    -                                    3.600.000                   180.004.500               6.117.000                   200.721.500                      

Pil lar Year
 First aid and 

emergency 
 Disinfection and etc.  Clinic operation Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 38.684.280                 -                                    -                                    38.684.280                        

2016 40.600.000                 -                                    -                                    40.600.000                        

2017 38.662.000                 -                                    298.383.803               337.045.803                      

2018 29.102.000                 -                                    270.421.467               299.523.467                      

2019 18.000.000                 2.700.000                   264.300.661               285.000.661                      

Pil lar Year  Rubber farm  Cattle Pen 
 fishery and poultry 

farm 
 Fruit/vegetable farm Farming equipment Plasma Cooperative Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 420.263.000               -                                    -                                    -                                    277.657.364               -                                    697.920.364                      

2016 276.960.745               -                                    -                                    -                                    292.550.000               39.759.500                 609.270.245                      

2017 -                                    27.000.000                 -                                    -                                    70.857.500                 5.540.000                   103.397.500                      

2018 3.448.864                   -                                    320.612.655               -                                    -                                    27.952.000                 352.013.519                      

2019 8.583.000                   -                                    448.970.373               49.448.770                 13.200.000                 68.300.000                 588.502.143                      

Pil lar Year  Riverside cleaning 
 Sign board 

installation 
Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2017 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2019 -                                    -                                    -                                           

Pil lar Year  Housing 
 Public facil ity 

support 

 Residential facil ity 

improvement 

 Local cultrure and 

religion 
Poverty alleviation Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 110.793.530               41.250.000                 446.287.900               127.000.000               756.935.278               1.482.266.708                  

2016 150.354.610               840.000                       50.990.000                 27.592.907                 483.274.732               713.052.249                      

2017 172.919.584               47.605.365                 -                                    60.826.490                 334.137.619               615.489.058                      

2018 90.764.806                 9.000.000                   129.849.041               33.563.139                 317.216.014               580.393.000                      

2019 114.619.988               -                                    2.384.359                   5.412.036                   341.330.410               463.746.793                      

Year Education Health Economy Environment Infrastructure Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 175.483.527               38.684.280                 697.920.364               -                                    1.482.266.708           2.394.354.879                  

2016 67.543.300                 40.600.000                 609.270.245               -                                    713.052.249               1.430.465.794                  

2017 474.827.087               337.045.803               103.397.500               -                                    615.489.058               1.530.759.448                  

2018 282.847.628               299.523.467               352.013.519               -                                    580.393.000               1.514.777.614                  

2019 200.721.500               285.000.661               588.502.143               -                                    463.746.793               1.537.971.097                  

Total 1.201.423.042           1.000.854.211           2.351.103.771           -                                    3.854.947.808           8.408.328.832                  

Infrastructure

Economy

Environment

Health

Education
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8. DP (Unit: IDR)

Pillar Year
 Building/ 

Construction 
 Equipment  Transportation  Scholarship 

Financial support for 

teachers

Others 

(administrative 

expenses, Training, 

etc.)

Total

2014 -                                    2.410.000                   1.916.100.000           -                                    32.500.000                 472.725.971               2.423.735.971                  

2015 -                                    24.267.900                 -                                    75.707.330                 52.500.000                 466.730.500               619.205.730                      

2016 -                                    2.820.000                   -                                    41.100.000                 -                                    430.738.275               474.658.275                      

2017 240.000.000               16.450.000                 -                                    14.986.500                 743.716.722               167.959.500               1.183.112.722                  

2018 -                                    4.000.000                   132.520                       49.822.000                 1.290.805.134           706.458.750               2.051.218.404                  

2019 285.731.500               74.805.000                 83.000.000                 7.700.000                   1.444.651.639           374.996.300               2.270.884.439                  

Pil lar Year
 First aid and 

emergency 
 Disinfection and etc.  Clinic operation Total

2014 41.337.400                 -                                    956.681.433               998.018.833                      

2015 72.913.000                 -                                    1.532.223.025           1.605.136.025                  

2016 28.746.007                 -                                    1.977.101.612           2.005.847.619                  

2017 -                                    -                                    1.434.221.250           1.434.221.250                  

2018 65.543.686                 -                                    1.685.005.062           1.750.548.748                  

2019 41.582.207                 252.417                       2.294.878.689           2.336.713.313                  

Pil lar Year  Rubber farm  Cattle Pen 
 fishery and poultry 

farm 
 Fruit/vegetable farm Farming equipment Plasma Cooperative Total

2014 -                                    23.939.180                 30.400.437                 -                                    5.870.516                   1.530.000                   61.740.133                        

2015 -                                    -                                    2.720.000                   78.992.000                 -                                    -                                    81.712.000                        

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                    -                                    24.653.280                 156.501.164               181.154.444                      

2017 2.534.250                   -                                    -                                    12.986.960                 15.521.210                        

2018 1.797.775                   -                                    -                                    9.539.465                   14.658.926                 211.965.762               237.961.928                      

2019 140.000                       -                                    -                                    10.756.040                 10.742.181                 29.553.155                 51.191.376                        

Pil lar Year  Riverside cleaning 
 Sign board 

installation 
Total

2014 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2015 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2016 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2017 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2018 -                                    -                                    -                                           

2019 106.390                       1.099.500                   1.205.890                          

Pil lar Year  Housing 
 Public facil ity 

support 

 Residential facil ity 

improvement 

 Local cultrure and 

religion 
Poverty alleviation Total

2014 38.942.392                 127.932.030               4.210.780                   1.700.000.000           689.301.352               2.560.386.554                  

2015 82.417.700                 98.652.240                 4.500.000                   -                                    1.798.716.020           1.984.285.960                  

2016 16.800.000                 -                                    1.722.794.117           -                                    1.404.025.700           3.143.619.817                  

2017 28.686.090                 23.049.210                 8.843.080                   726.909.181               19.563.994                 807.051.555                      

2018 25.135.825                 36.236.860                 1.753.000.000           -                                    876.458.322               2.690.831.007                  

2019 4.476.505                   7.164.850                   30.000.000                 27.713.201                 1.239.425.625           1.308.780.181                  

Year Education Health Economy Environment Infrastructure Total

2014 2.423.735.971           998.018.833               61.740.133                 -                                    2.560.386.554           6.043.881.491                  

2015 619.205.730               1.605.136.025           81.712.000                 -                                    1.984.285.960           4.290.339.715                  

2016 474.658.275               2.005.847.619           181.154.444               -                                    3.143.619.817           5.805.280.155                  

2017 1.183.112.722           1.434.221.250           15.521.210                 -                                    807.051.555               3.439.906.737                  

2018 2.051.218.404           1.750.548.748           237.961.928               -                                    2.690.831.007           6.730.560.087                  

2019 2.270.884.439           2.336.713.313           51.191.376                 1.205.890                   1.308.780.181           5.968.775.199                  

Total 9.022.815.541           10.130.485.788         629.281.091               1.205.890                   12.494.955.074         32.278.743.384                
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Environment

Health
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